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Who we are
Officer Billy Yoder


Bryan Police Department
Father to a son with autism


Lucinda Thelen
Retired educator (special ed., 
general ed., and Driver’s Ed)


Works for A&M’s Center on 
Disability and Development


Mom to an adult autistic son







Why would your child need to interact 
with police?
oThey might need help
o Someone gets hurt
o They are lost
o They need to call 911- fire or other emergency
o There is a serious car accident


oThey see them in the community or at school
o School resource officer
o At events


oThey may be in trouble
o Breaking the law
o Hurting someone







So- how can you prepare your child  for 
these interactions?
Prepare them ahead of time for possible interactions both in person and on the 
phone


The younger you start the more understanding and practice they will have.


This is especially important because-


There aren’t “special” rules for individuals with disabilities when it comes to 
interacting with a police officer- Everyone is expected to obey the law







Ways to prepare……
Age-Appropriate & Ability Level Strategies


How does your child learn or communicate?


Use visual aids or social stories 
Work on their self-advocacy skills- Identification & Communication Cards
Share by example or “live out loud”- talk about what is happening and explain your 
actions- 5 is Against the Law
Role playing or scripting
Community engagement
Develop a safety plan







The following is a social story or information list to use as an example







Identification and communication cards-
teach self-advocacy and how to share them


https://www.justdigit.org/wallet-cards/
Requirements for a Wallet Card®:


you must be a person living with a disability that is 
either autism spectrum disorder or an intellectual 
disability,
you must be 14 years old or older, and


you must be verbal enough to say “can I show you 
my wallet card”
Requirements for a Wallet Card® for a caregiver:


you must be the caregiver for a person living with 
a disability that is either autism spectrum disorder 
or an intellectual disability


Texas Driving with Disability (used for ID cards as well)


"Communication Impediment" is divided into two groups.
Group One


Diagnosis in this group include:


Autism (including Asperger Syndrome)
Mild Intellectual Disability


Down Syndrome
Parkinson’s Disease
Speech and Language Disorders (mutism, stuttering, speech 
delay Aphasia and Spasmodic Dysphonia)


Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Brain Injury


Cerebral Palsy
https://gov.texas.gov/organization/disabilities/texas-driving-
with-disability



https://www.justdigit.org/wallet-cards/

https://gov.texas.gov/organization/disabilities/texas-driving-with-disability

https://gov.texas.gov/organization/disabilities/texas-driving-with-disability





Card information examples
Card examples “My name is ____. I have 
Autism. I may find it hard to communicate 
and interact with other people and 
understand how other people think or 
feel. I may find things like bright lights or 
loud noises overwhelming, stressful, or 
uncomfortable. It may take longer to 
understand information. I may do or think 
the same things over and over. Please do 
not touch me or my belongings and do not 
move too close to me. (Situation may 
dictate if a Law Enforcement Officer has to 
touch or move close, but mitigating is 
best)


You can include parent or caregiver 
contact information







Living out Loud……
When you see a police officer share your observations


Talk about what they are wearing and how to identify that they are an officer


Talk about what they are doing-


if it’s a traffic stop- talk about them going up to the driver and how the driver 
should respond
If they are at a community event- share how they are there to help and what kind 
of circumstances require help.  If appropriate you can talk to the officer and 
introduce you child.  Model how to interact
If the officer(s) are in action- share how you stay away and discuss what is 
happening
Point out the school resource officer and talk about why they are at the school







5 is against the Law







Role playing or scripting…..


Identify scenarios when 
your child would need to 
engage with a police 
officer and practice them


Calling 911
They are lost
Someone is hurt
There is a car accident
They witnessed a crime
If they are stopped by the 
police


.


Some specific skills to target in role play:


Practice how your child will disclose their 
disability to the officers (e.g. help them 
develop a statement or show card, ID 
bracelet, etc.)


Practice putting hands up and/or keeping 
hands visible at all times. If possible, teach 
them to never put their hands in their 
pockets, in a bag, or behind their back.


Have them always face the officer and 
never turn around when they are in the 
presence of the officer.


Practice remaining still and not running or 
moving quickly.


Practice self-calming and coping strategies 
such as deep breathing







Items to practice if a police officer stops them
Show your hands
You always want to let a police officer 
see your hands, otherwise she may be 
concerned that you are hiding a 
weapon. You may have an item in your 
pocket that helps you feel calm – like a 
fidget – but NEVER put your hands in 
your pocket when you are approached 
by an officer. Explain that you are 
feeling stressed and your calming item 
is in your pocket and ask if you may 
reach into your pocket to get it.
Stay in place
Running away might make a police 
officer think you have done something 
wrong, even if you haven’t. Just stay 
where you are and allow the officer to 
come and talk to you, or to continue 
doing his job.


Don’t stand so close
Sometimes it may be hard to judge 
how far apart you are standing from 
another person. But that can get you 
into trouble if you stand too close to 
an officer. She may mistakenly think 
that you want to pick a fight with her, 
or worry that you want to grab 
something from her belt. If you aren’t 
sure if your distance is ok, then ask.







If a police officer stops them 
Disclose your diagnosis
You may have difficulty looking at 
someone’s face during a 
conversation, may not respond 
quickly to instructions, or you may 
not be able to tolerate the lights 
and sirens from the police cars. If a 
police officer understands these 
difficulties you may have, she will 
have an understanding of the 
accommodations you may need. 
Items you could show an officer 
include a medical alert bracelet or a 
disability disclosure card.


It’s ok to say you don’t understand 
or don’t know
It’s understandable to want to 
please someone. So we might be 
tempted to answer a police officer’s 
question even if we don’t 
understand what we’re being 
asked. Or we might provide 
information that isn’t correct, just 
so we can feel like we’ve 
responded. But we’re not helping if 
we aren’t offering good 
information. Or worse, the police 
may mistake our attempts at being 
helpful as outright lying to cover up 
something. And that can get us into 
trouble. Police would prefer that if 
we don’t understand what they are 
asking, or if we truly don’t know an 
answer, that we tell them.







Caregiver Interactions
Allow the individual to be addressed
Police are being taught to address the 
individual with autism or other 
intellectual/developmental disabilities rather 
than assume that a caregiver needs to speak 
on the person’s behalf. This does not mean 
that the police will not still want to speak 
with you, just that they will also want to hear 
from the individual. If the individual does not 
use verbal communication, please let the 
officer know which method of 
communication is most effective for the 
person.
Be clear you are there to help
In a crisis situation, your presence could be 
mistaken as someone attempting to obstruct 
an officer’s efforts. Identify your role as a 
caregiver and offer assistance. You may also 
request to be present during an interview.


Offer up triggers and passions
You may be the only person on a scene with 
the key to end someone’s meltdown or crisis. 
The person’s passion may be the redirection 
tool that can turn a situation around. 
Providing a list of a person’s triggers can help 
prevent an officer from creating a meltdown 
situation. If your loved one is missing and 
police are called, knowing the person’s 
passions can assist the officers in their 
search.
The truth is necessary
As parents we might alter the truth for 
different reasons; fear we’ll look like bad 
parents, or fear we’ll portray our loved one in 
a bad light. But police absolutely need the 
truth. If you call for help to find your missing 
child, the police need to know how long the 
child has been missing because the amount 
of time gone changes their search 
parameters. If your loved one has missed 
medication which helps him function, the 
police need to know that. If your loved one 
has carried out threats in the past, the police 
need to be aware of that fact. These pieces 
of information could change how they 
approach your situation.







Community Engagement
Never touch a police officer
If you try to touch any part of a police 
officer’s uniform, the officer may think 
you are grabbing for her gun, badge, or 
that you are attempting to hurt her. If 
the police think you are trying to hurt 
them, they may put you in handcuffs 
to keep themselves safe.
No hugging
If you really love police, offer a 
handshake. If you really, really want to 
hug an officer, ALWAYS ask first.
Never touch a police officer’s dog
Police officers’ dogs, also known as 
K9s, are actual police and are working 
when they are in uniform. They are 
police officers too, so just like all other 
officers, you may not touch them.


It’s ok to ask someone if they are law 
enforcement
Some police uniforms have light blue 
shirts and dark blue pants, some are all 
dark blue, some are all black, some are 
brown, and some police don’t wear a 
uniform at all – just regular clothes. 
With so many different looks it can be 
confusing. So if you aren’t sure, it’s 
always ok to ask someone if they are 
police. All police carry a badge AND 
have a police identification card that 
has their picture, like a driver’s license.







Safety Plan 
Have a safety notebook


Have a list of what to say when calling 911- include your address


Keep the information from this presentation as a reference


List of helpers and how to contact them


Identify safe places


One page information sheet about your child- medicines, behaviors, communication 
tips, calming suggestions







Always Remember
Police are moms, dads, and other regular people too
Police officers have regular lives outside of their jobs just like you have different 
interests and activities outside of school or your job. And, just like you, they want to 
have friends. So if you see an officer out in the community, it’s ok to say hello, ask 
them how their day is, and introduce yourself. You may just make a new friend.







Officer Billy Yoder
Lucinda Thelen  (lathelen@tamu.edu)







Resources
parent-tips-how-to-interact-with-police


parents 911


texas-driving-with-disability


justdigit.org wallet-cards


pfa-tips-traffic-stop


guide with pictures for police interaction


Developmental-Disabilities-ID-Card-Fillable


ARC library law enforcement resources



https://pathfindersforautism.org/articles/safety/parent-tips-how-to-interact-with-police/

https://kidshealth.org/en/parents/911.html

https://gov.texas.gov/organization/disabilities/texas-driving-with-disability

https://www.justdigit.org/wallet-cards/

https://pathfindersforautism.org/articles/safety/pfa-tips-traffic-stop/

https://www.aucd.org/template/news.cfm?news_id=15043&id=17

https://thearcofnova.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2021/10/Developmental-Disabilities-ID-Card-Fillable.pdf

https://thearcofnova.org/programs-services/library/






A Guide to Interacting with 
Police 


for Individuals with Intellectual/ 
Developmental Disabilities 


 


 


 
 


 


 
 
 


 
 
 


People with intellectual, cognitive, or developmental disabilities get involved as both 
victims and suspects/offenders with law enforcement and with the criminal justice 
system. 


The police are ready to help in many different ways to help us feel safe. Police travel in 
cars, on motorcycles, on bikes, on horses, and even by foot. 


There are several items you will see when you see a police officer: 


 Uniform: Special clothes worn by officers—shirt, pants, hat, boots 


 Badge: Hand sized piece of metal that shows the person is a police officer 


Handcuffs: Two metal rings that open and close to lock on the wrists to 
keep a person from moving their arms and hands 
 
 


 


 
 


 


 


 
 


Gun: A weapon that fires bullets 


K-9: A dog that is trained specifically to work with officers 







 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


Radio/Mic: This is how the police officer communicates with the dispatch 
center and other officers. 


Taser: A weapon that releases electric shocks 


Things to Remember when Meeting Police 
 


 


 


 
 


1. Keep your hands to yourself and do not touch their badge or body. 


2. Do not touch any of the equipment the police use to do their job. 


3. NEVER touch a police officer’s gun or any other weapon. 


Telling the Police About Your Disability 
 


 


 
 
 
 


When you meet a police officer you can let them know you have a disability and any 
special needs you have. If you have a card in your wallet that explains your disability or 
special needs you can ask the officer to show it to them. 







When you Interact or Are Questioned by the Police 
 


 


 


 
 


DO these things: 
• Pay attention and stay focused when the police talk to you. 
• Listen to what the police say. 
• Follow their directions. 
• Stay calm when the police approach you or talk to you. 
• Stay where you are (do not walk or run away) 


DO NOT do these things: 
• Ignore the police 
• Run from the police 
• Fight with the police 
• Argue with the police 
• Disobey the police 


If you are arrested: 
 


 


 


 


 


You have the Right to Remain Silent. Once you have identified yourself, you do not 
have to discuss what happened with the police. 


• Follow all police instructions. 


• Put your hands in the air or wherever police tell me to. 


• Hold still while the police do a pat down--they will touch your body, looking for a 
hidden weapon. 


• Hold still while the police put hand cuffs on. This may feel uncomfortable. 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


• Let police check your ID. 


• Get into the police car. 


• Sit quietly in the car. 


• Talk to the person in charge (tell them about your disability.) 


• Listen to what officers say (if you are charged with crime.) 


• Listen to your rights. 


• Ask to speak to a lawyer or someone you trust (a parent.) 


• Wait patiently and quietly in the jail cell and avoid talking to people about your 
case. 


Printed with permission from University of Cincinnati Center for Excellence in Developmental 
Disabilities 


  












There aren’t “special” rules for individuals that may have a disability when it comes to how you should interact 
with a police officer.  We are all expected to obey the law and there are rules that everyone should follow when 


in the presence of police.  Following these rules can help make sure both you and the officer stay safe.


Show your hands
You always want to let a police officer see 
your hands, otherwise she may be concerned 
that you are hiding a weapon.  You may 
have an item in your pocket that helps you 
feel calm – like a fidget – but NEVER put 
your hands in your pocket when you are 
approached by an officer.  Explain that you 
are feeling stressed and your calming item is 
in your pocket and ask if you may reach into 
your pocket to get it.


Stay in place
Running away might make a police officer 
think you have done something wrong, even if 
you haven’t.  Just stay where you are and allow 
the officer to come and talk to you, or to 
continue doing his job.


Never touch a police officer
If you try to touch any part of a police 
officer’s uniform, the officer may think you are 
grabbing for her gun, badge, or that you are 
attempting to hurt her.  If the police think you 
are trying to hurt them, they may put you in 
handcuffs to keep themselves safe.


No hugging
If you really love police, offer a handshake.  
If you really, really want to hug an officer, 
ALWAYS ask first.


Don’t stand so close
Sometimes it may be hard to judge how far 
apart you are standing from another person.  
But that can get you into trouble if you stand 
too close to an officer.  She may mistakenly 
think that you want to pick a fight with her, or 


worry that you want to grab something from 
her belt.  If you aren’t sure if your distance is 
ok, then ask.


Never touch a police officer’s dog
Police officers’ dogs, also known as K9s, are 
actual police and are working when they are 
in uniform.  They are police officers too, so 
just like all other officers, you may not touch 
them.


It’s ok to ask someone if they are law 
enforcement
Some police uniforms have light blue shirts 
and dark blue pants, some are all dark blue, 
some are all black, some are brown, and 
some police don’t wear a uniform at all – just 
regular clothes.  With so many different looks 
it can be confusing.  So if you aren’t sure, it’s 
always ok to ask someone if they are police.  
All police carry a badge AND have a police 
identification card that has their picture, like a 
driver’s license.


Disclose your diagnosis
You may have difficulty looking at someone’s 
face during a conversation, may not respond 
quickly to instructions, or you may not be 
able to tolerate the lights and sirens from the 
police cars.  If a police officer understands 
these difficulties you may have, she will have 
an understanding of the accommodations you 
may need.  Items you could show an officer 
include a medical alert bracelet or a disability 
disclosure card.


It’s ok to say you don’t understand or 
don’t know
It’s understandable to want to please 


someone.  So we might be tempted to 
answer a police officer’s question even 
if we don’t understand what we’re being 
asked.  Or we might provide information 
that isn’t correct, just so we can feel like 
we’ve responded.  But we’re not helping if 
we aren’t offering good information.  Or 
worse, the police may mistake our attempts 
at being helpful as outright lying to cover 
up something.  And that can get us into 
trouble.  Police would prefer that if we don’t 
understand what they are asking, or if we truly 
don’t know an answer, that we tell them.


Police are moms, dads, and other  
regular people too
Police officers have regular lives outside of 
their jobs just like you have different interests 
and activities outside of school or your job.  
And, just like you, they want to have friends.  
So if you see an officer out in the community, 
it’s ok to say hello, ask them how their day is, 
and introduce yourself.  You may just make a 
new friend.
 


continued on back


IMPROVING THE LIVES OF PEOPLE WITH AUTISM AND THE PEOPLE WHO CARE FOR THEM


How to Interact       
with Police


SAFETY


This article has two sections: one for individuals with autism or other intellectual/developmental disability, and one 
for the caregivers. 


HOW TO INTERACT WITH POLICE: 
IF YOU HAVE AUTISM OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL/DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY


      
Help Line 443.330.5341 •  Office 443.330.5370 
www.pathfindersforautism.org







Allow the individual to be addressed
Police are being taught to address the 
individual with autism or other intellectual/
developmental disabilities rather than assume 
that a caregiver needs to speak on the 
person’s behalf.  This does not mean that the 
police will not still want to speak with you, 
just that they will also want to hear from 
the individual.  If the individual does not use 
verbal communication, please let the officer 
know which method of communication is 
most effective for the person.


Be clear you are there to help
In a crisis situation, your presence could be 
mistaken as someone attempting to obstruct 
an officer’s efforts.  Identify your role as a 
caregiver and offer assistance.  You may also 
request to be present during an interview.


Offer up triggers and passions
You may be the only person on a scene 
with the key to end someone’s meltdown 
or crisis.  The person’s passion may be the 
redirection tool that can turn a situation 
around.  Providing a list of a person’s triggers 
can help prevent an officer from creating 
a meltdown situation.  If your loved one is 
missing and police are called, knowing the 
person’s passions can assist the officers in 
their search.


The truth is necessary
As parents we might alter the truth for 
different reasons; fear we’ll look like bad 
parents, or fear we’ll portray our loved one 
in a bad light.  But police absolutely need 
the truth.  If you call for help to find your 
missing child, the police need to know how 
long the child has been missing because the 
amount of time gone changes their search 
parameters.  If your loved one has missed 
medication which helps him function, the 
police need to know that.  If your loved 
one has carried out threats in the past, the 
police need to be aware of that fact.  These 
pieces of information could change how they 
approach your situation.


Fill out a First Responder Form
Fill out this form before a crisis.  During 
times of high stress, it can be difficult for us 
to recall the most basic of information.


Practice, practice, practice
Practice how to interact with police with 
your loved one.  This will help prepare her 
should she have an encounter with law 
enforcement.


Visit your local precinct
Introduce your loved one to the officers 
in your local precinct so that the first 
interaction between them isn’t a crisis  
situation.  This way the officers may 
become familiar with your family so they 
will recognize your loved one’s signs of 
frustration and escalation, and have a 
conversation about the best techniques to 
help your loved one return to calm.  Your 
loved one may also respond differently to an 
officer if it’s someone familiar to them.
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How to Interact with Police – continued


IMPROVING THE LIVES OF PEOPLE WITH AUTISM AND THE PEOPLE WHO CARE FOR THEM


Additional Resources


First Responder Forms and other safety resources
http://pathfindersforautism.org/articles/safety/ 


PFA Webinar – Promoting Positive Interactions with Law Enforcement: A Panel 
Discussion
https://pathfindersforautism.org/interacting-with-police-webinar/


Proud Sponsor of 
PFA Resource Center


HOW TO INTERACT WITH POLICE:  
IF YOU ARE A CAREGIVER


Face it, if the police have been called to the scene, then something “not so routine” is happening. As a 
caregiver to an individual with autism or other intellectual/developmental disability, how can you help 


make this a better interaction?


Help Line 443.330.5341  •  Office 443.330.5370  
www.pathfindersforautism.org



http://pathfindersforautism.org/articles/safety/ 

https://pathfindersforautism.org/interacting-with-police-webinar/

http://www.pathfindersforautism.org






Interacting with law enforcement 


While out in the community, people with disabilities may find themselves in situations in which they need to 
talk to or deal with law enforcement professionals. These officers may not have knowledge or prior training on 
how to deal effectively with the disability community. 


As a result, it is essential to teach people with disabilities how to interact with law enforcement professionals 


in safe and productive ways. So what are the best options for the individual during a sudden interaction with a 


law enforcement officer during an emergency or non-emergency situation?  


Invisible Disability: 


Disclosure Tools and Options 


Consider using a handout card. 


 Develop a handout card that can be easily copied and laminated. 
 Remember that the handout card is replaceable. You can give it away to the officer on the scene. 
 Carry several at all times. 
 The handout card can be generic or specific to you. 
 Work with a disability support organization to develop a generic handout. 
 Work with persons whose opinions you trust and value to develop a person-specific handout. 


What's the best way to tell the officer that you have a handout? 


 Avoid making sudden movements to reach for the handout card. 
 Obtain permission or signal your intentions before reaching into your coat or pants pockets, briefcases 


or bags, or in to glove compartments of vehicles. 
 Verbally let the officer know that you have a disability and have an information card for them to read. 


If nonverbal, or if sudden interactions prevent you from speaking, consider using a medical alert 
bracelet for an officer to read that alerts them to your condition and the fact that you have an 
information card. 


Disclosure to a Police Officer  


The decision to disclose your diagnosis to a police officer will always be yours to make. If you have learned 
through experience that disclosure would be helpful in a particular situation, you may decide to disclose to a 
police officer. Law enforcement officers report that they make their best decisions when they have their best 
information 


Plan and Practice Disclosure Techniques 


Plan your response and practice with others for a sudden encounter. Careful preparation is your best chance 
to have a successful interaction with law enforcement. 


 Discuss these risks with people that you trust. 
 Develop a hard person-specific disclosure handout. 
 Develop a personal plan as to how you will use the handout. 
 Practice through role playing with people you know and trust. 
 Adapt and amend disclosure handouts. They are only paper. They are not written in stone. 







Further Suggestions to Consider During Sudden Interactions with Police 


 Do not attempt to flee. 
 Do not make sudden movements or reach for items. 
 Try to remain calm. 
 If you are a victim or are reporting a crime, you may want the police to contact a family member, 


advocate or friend who can help you through the interview process. 
 Carry the phone number of an advocacy organization or personal advocate, relative or friend  


 








Interacting with Police Officers


A social story for adolescents and youth explaining what to expect when interacting with police officers. 







What is a police officer? 


A police officer is someone who works in my community.


Their job is to protect people and keep people safe.







Where are police?


Police officers help people follow the rules at my school, in my neighborhood, and in many other places.


When police help people follow the rules, they are keeping people safe. 


I feel safe when I see a police officer.







Everyone follows a police officer’s directions


It is important to always follow a police officer’s directions. 


If I do not understand the directions, I will remember to use my calm voice and say, “I don’t understand.” 







If I cannot use my words, I can...


Everyone has to follow a police officer’s directions.


If I do not understand the directions, I will remember to take a deep breath and stay calm. 


If I cannot use words, I can use sign language with my hands. The sign in the photos means "Help.“


How to make the sign for help: Place an open hand in front of your body. Form a fist with the other hand with 
the thumb up. Place your first with the thumb up on your palm and lift both together.







What to do if police are talking to me


When police are talking to me, I will stop what I am doing, look at them, and follow their directions. 


If I do not understand what the officer is asking, I can say, “I don’t understand” with a calm voice. 







Police in my school (SRO’s)


A police officer at my school is called a School Resource Officer, or SRO.  


They work at my school to keep students safe.


I may see a school resource officer in the hallway, directing traffic, and even in the lunchroom. 


If I need help, I can ask my school resource officer. They are my friend. 







Police in my school (SRO’s)


If a school resource officer asks me to do something, it is respectful to follow directions the first time. 


I will remember to use my voice and my body in a respectful way when I am talking to an officer. 


When I follow an officer’s directions, I am making a good choice. 







Police in my school (SRO’s)


When a school resource officer is working, they are focused on their job.


If I see my school resource officer in the hallway or in the lunchroom, I can say, “Hello.” 


If they do not say hello back to me, I will remember they are still my friend. 


They are busy keeping friends safe. 


I can always ask my school resource officer for help. 







Police in my school (SRO’s)


I may see them walking around my school with a serious face. 


Or I may see them standing with their arms crossed, intensely focusing on students and teachers. 


If I see my school resource officer with a serious face or stance, I will remember that they are still my friend 


even when they are serious. 


If I need help, I can always ask my school resource officer. 







Police in my neighborhood


I may see a police officer working in my neighborhood. 


They drive police cars with lights and sirens on them. 


I may see them helping with an accident or stopped on the side of the road 


with their flashing lights and sirens turned on.                                                                             


When I see a police car with its flashing lights on, I will remember I am safe.







Police in my neighborhood


If I see a police car with its flashing lights on, I will remember I am safe.  


It is important that I follow directions first, then ask questions. 


If no one tells me what to do, I can always be respectful!


I can calmly ask, “What would you like for me to do?” or I can wait for directions. 


Police are happy when I am respectful. 


I am safe when police are in my neighborhood.







Police in my neighborhood


When a police officer is working, their body language is different than someone who is not a police officer. 


When I see this body language, I will remember police are my friend even if they can’t smile or speak to me.                 


I am safe when police are in my neighborhood. 







Police in my neighborhood


They may stand tall like a soldier, with crossed arms and a serious face. 


Or they may stand with their hands on their belt. 


When I see this body language, I will remember police are my friend even if they can’t smile or speak to me.                 


I am safe when police are in my neighborhood. 







Security Guards


A police officer that works at a shopping mall or store is called a security guard. 


A security guard should be treated with respect just like any other officer. 


Security guards work hard to keep shoppers safe in malls, stores, and other shopping areas.


When I see a security guard in a store, I will know that I am safe. 







Security Guards


If a security guard asks me a question, it is important to answer in a nice, calm voice. 


If I touch something I am not supposed to or walk in an area that is off limits, a security guard will stop me. 


If a security guard tells me to do something, I will remember: First I follow directions, then I can ask questions.          


I am safe when I see security guards. 







When a police officer stops me


If police or a security guard needs to stop me, they will first stop me with their words. 


They might say, “Stop!” or ask “What are you doing?” 


I will remember to stay calm and follow directions if police or security guards are speaking to me. 







When a police officer stops me


If I do not hear them say ”Stop,” they may stop me by touching my arm or shoulder. 


I may not like the way this feels, but it is important to stop, take a deep breath, and listen to their directions.          


When I follow directions, this helps police and security guards keep me safe.  







If I feel nervous when police are talking to me


It is important to always answer an officer’s question, even if I am nervous. 


If I feel nervous, I can stop, take a deep breath, and tell myself I am safe because police and security guards 


are here to help me. 







Emergency Situations


If there is an emergency, I will see police officers and other community helpers. 


If I feel scared in an emergency, I can take a deep breath, and know I will be safe. 


In an emergency, police officers use their lights and sirens or give commands in a loud voice. 


I will remember to follow directions and stay calm. 


Police want me to be safe. 


I am happy police will keep me safe. 







Emergency Situations


In an emergency, I may have to go somewhere with a police officer. 


I may need to ride in their police car, or wait with an officer until a family member arrives. 


If I have to go with an officer, I will remember I am safe and that police are here to help me. 


I will follow directions first and ask questions later. 


I am happy that police will keep me safe. 







Rules to remember


Police officers, school resource officers, and security guards all want me to be safe. 


Here are some rules to remember when I am with any type of officer or security guard. 


1. I will stop and listen to their words or directions. 


2. I will follow their directions the first time asked. (First follow directions, then I can ask a question)


3. I will never run away from police or security guards.


4. I will use a calm voice and respectful words when speaking.


5. If I cannot use my words, I can use my hands to say, “help.”


6. I will tell police that I have an awareness card. 







If I have my awareness card I can tell an officer, “I have an awareness card.”


This will help police keep me calm and safe. 


Awareness Card 







‘s Awareness Card


My name is ______________________________


I have:   _________________________________


I live at:  _________________________________


_________________________________


Emergency Contacts: 


Name:______________________ Phone #:___________________


Name: ______________________Phone #: ___________________


GFGFHow to HELP me in an emergency


❏ _______________________________ ______  _                                                                          


❏ _____________________________________ _                                                                          


❏ ______________________________________ __                                                                              


❏ _______________________________________ _                                                                                  


❏ _______________________________________                                                                                   


❏ _______________________________________                                                                                      


❏ _______________________________________                                                                                      
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Tips on Navigating Police Interactions for People with Disabilities 
 


Background 


People with disabilities are more likely than typically developing peers to have interactions with the justice system and 
be incarcerated.  The Bureau of Justice Statistics published data in 2021 showing that 38% of prisoners had at least one 
disability.1  Stops on the street, having police called to the scene, asking an officer for help, or other unplanned 
interactions with police and first responders can create tremendous stress, which can lead to misunderstandings and 
dangerous situations.   


Preparing 


There are lots of ways to prepare for an interaction with the police.  Preparation puts people with disabilities in a better 
position to safely work through these situations.  Here are some ways to prepare. 


• Make yourself a handwritten or typed card with your name, contact information, address, diagnoses, and 
information about your needs and communication style to hand to first responders along with your ID.  You can 
use our template at https://thearcofnova.org/programs-services/library/#c-j-s 


• Write down the words you would want the officer to know and practice saying them.  You may want to share 
your diagnosis and communication style. 


• If you see an officer on the street, stop them and tell them you have a disability and would like to practice 
having a conversation.  You can go to your local police precinct and do this, too. 


• Say hi to officers on the street.  They can get familiar with you and you can get comfortable talking to them. 
• Set up a profile with your local Marcus Alert system so first responders know about you and your needs. 
• Know your rights under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  You can ask for “reasonable 


accommodations” in interactions with police.  That could be things like asking for the officer to speak more 
slowly, write things down, allow someone to help you answer questions, or calling an emergency contact. If 
things seem to be going poorly in a police interaction, do your best to stay calm.  Ask for a CIT (Crisis 
Intervention Trained) Officer to come as back up and when they arrive, ask for help/accommodations. 


Resources 
To learn more about how to prepare for any interactions with the justice system and to see more on traffic stops, please 
check out these resources, in addition to looking into your local Marcus Alert system to enter a profile with 911. 


• https://thearcofnova.org/ to ask a question of our team, including how to get more information on navigating 
the justice system for people with disabilities. 


• bit.ly/DisabilityJusticeVideos for a series of mini-videos on helping people with disabilities navigate 911 calls and 
police interactions, and other community resources. 


• bit.ly/DisabilityJusticeGuide for a written guide for people with disabilities and their families on finding 
advocates, supportive resources, and accommodation options available. 


                                                           
1 https://bjs.ojp.gov/library/publications/disabilities-reported-prisoners-survey-prison-inmates-2016  
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I am going to meet police officers.  Some police officers wear uniforms.  


They have a lot of equipment.  They drive cars with lights and sirens.   


 
They might look scary but they are not.  Police officers are helpers.  They 


can help me when I am lost, hurt or scared.    


    
I should not touch an officer’s equipment without permission.  The officer 


can show me how to be safe with the equipment. 


   
There will be police dogs.  These dogs help officers do their jobs.  A police 


officer needs to tell me it’s ok before I touch a police dog.   


   
I do not have to touch or see the dogs if I don’t want to.  


 


I will get to meet and learn about police officers.  Police officers are helpers 


and I can trust them.  


 





